
 
Sunday, October 3, 2021 
Browns Head Coach Kevin Stefanski 
 
You know, what a great team win. What a great performance by our defense. That's a really 
good team that we just played today. I think, as you guys know, an explosive offense. And we 
settled in there after that first drive and played outstanding on the defensive side of the ball. 
We finished the game plus one in the turnover margin. Not giving it away on offense was great. 
184 yards on the ground. And then special teams came through for us again. Chase had a 53-
yarder and a 48-yarder. A big sequence at the end there to convert on third and 20 and get 
points at the end of the first half was huge. You go on the road and play a really good team. It 
wasn't perfect by any stretch of the imagination. But we got plenty of work to do, we got time 
to do it. It's game four. We got to continue to get better on all sides, including myself. With that, 
I'll take any questions. 
 
Q. Kevin, after four games, how do you feel about the way your defense has played? 
A: Yeah, Jake, I could probably only tell you about this game just because -- you know, not a four-
game evaluation right now. And just the way they defended the pass. Kirk Cousins, who is outstanding, 
was six for six on that first drive and I think 14 of 32 the rest of the way. And so to be able to defend 
the pass like the guys did and have the rush and coverage, operate like they were, I thought it was 
outstanding. 
 
Q. Was it more than just a regular season win for you? 
A: No. 
 
Q. Why not? 
A: Because these games are hard to come by, Tony. And you're going to play against really tough 
opponents on the road. You got to find a way to get a victory. And, guess what, we got to do it next 
week back on the road. 
 
Q. Coming in here and winning, does that mean anything to you? 
A: No, I'm just happy our team went 1-0. 
 
Q. (Question concerning the defensive performance by the Browns.) 
A: Yeah, Mark, I thought Joe [Woods] and the defensive staff were great. Again, with the quarterback 
they have, the running back, the guys on the perimeter, that's a tough, tough out. And we knew they 
were going to make a couple plays and they did. But Joe had some adjustments, our defensive staff 
was great with communication. You know, Greedy Williams goes out and makes a play on the 
interception. So really just proud of the overall effort. 
 
Q. (Question concerning the first drive.) 
A: Yeah, I think we settled in a little bit. Any time you're on the road against a really good offense, 
you're going to have to see what their game plan is for that particular day. They did a nice job. They 
did a nice job in the run and pass. Keeping us off-balance in the first drive and I think the guys settled 
in. 
 
Q. I think you guys took the ball in the second quarter with 9:55 left. There was, like, a minute 
or something left. How important was that drive to eat up all that time? 
A: Yeah, that's right. I mean, you got to possess the ball against a really good offense. Now, I wish, we 
scored more when we possessed that ball. But to keep that offense on the sideline was a big part of it. 
That's a good football team. 
 
Q. Any regrets about throwing too much in the last five minutes or did you trust the defense? 
A: I trust the defense, I really do. I thought they were playing great. We thought we had some 
opportunities. But, again, they made some plays. 
 
 



Q. You mentioned Greedy Williams. With everything he's gone through, how significant was 
that? 
A: I thought it was great. He's been through a lot. Last year was not easy on the young man and he 
kept coming back at it, grinding in the training room. And then finally got out there. And I just think 
you're seeing a kid get better and better. 
 
Q. Kevin, why didn't you kick the field goal early in the game? 
A: Yeah, any time we get down there that low, Tony, I think we got to come through. I got to do a better 
job of getting some guys open. We just felt this was going to be a game that we had to score some 
points. Now, it didn't go that way, obviously. So you adjust and you play and call the game that is called 
forward. 
 
Q. Baker struggled a little bit today. Can you pinpoint the reasons? 
A: No, I'd have to look at it. I struggled a bit would be the answer. I got to do a better job of getting guys 
open. 
 
Q. (Question concerning the final minute of the game on defense.) 
A: Yeah, I think, you know, having the time-outs helps because then we can use them when we need 
to, see what their offense is doing. They did a nice job. They were keeping guys in to chip at times. 
And those two receivers are world class. So we had to mix up what we were doing a little bit. And then 
it gets to a moment you know they need to use the sideline. So the guys adjusted. And then situational 
football, you know, the ball's got to go in the end zone. And even, you know, the rush is, we knew we 
weren't going to get there with three, but I thought they pressured the quarterback and forced him into 
a throw he didn't want to make. But a lot of situational ball today and the guys by and large came 
through. 
 
Q. How good do you think your D-line was today? 
A: Yeah, I think they consistently were applying pressure. Again, that's a great quarterback. They got 
great players on the outside. So we had to make him uncomfortable. If you make him comfortable in 
the pocket, he's going to make all the throws. 
 
Q. (Question concerning Baker Mayfield's performance and his shoulder.) 
A: Yeah, we didn't make them today. Again, it's game four. We got to get better, I have to get better. 
And that's just the truth. We just got to get better in some of these areas and I think we will. 
 
Q. What was it like on the sidelines in the epic moments of this game and the noise? How do 
you think your team responded? 
A: Yeah, I thought we responded pretty well. The noise -- you know, speaking about the offense now, 
I thought they did a nice job. Baker got them in and out of the huddle and that's a big deal. That's not 
easy to do. So I thought the noise, they handled it well. 
 
Q. Kevin you said, obviously, you got to be better. But what does it say about the character of 
this team to win a tough game like this? 
A: You're going to have to win a bunch of different ways in the NFL. And our defense carried us today. 
That's the truth. And that's a credit to our defensive players and defensive staff. The offense doesn't 
turn the ball over, grinds it out on the ground. You're going to have to win in different ways. Including 
next week. So I think it speaks to the resiliency, for sure. But also just in this league, you're going to 
have to go on the road and beat a good team. And, right, next week you're going to have to go on the 
road and beat a good team. 
 
Q. (Question concerning the offensive line.) 
A: Yeah, I thought the guys really did a nice job. Coach [Bill] Callahan did a great job constructing the 
game plan. I think we were able to do multiple in how we ran it with different run types. So the guys 
executed the play really well. 
 
Q. How much did you enjoy that formula of controlling the ball like you did with the running 
game and the defense kind of stopping them? 
A: Yeah, obviously, we want to get to 1-0 however we can. And that was for the game called today. It 
might be completely different next week. And we got to be ready to win in any which way. 



 
Q. Was this a better defensive performance against Chicago? 
A: That's hard for me, Tony, obviously, to compare the two. I will just tell you, today, was really 
impressive. And just a great illustration of rush and coverage. 
 
Q. You guys punted six times in the second half. What do you think the Vikings' defense did 
well there following halftime? 
A: Yeah, they did -- that's a really good defense. And it's a great scheme with great players. We had a 
couple opportunities we didn't make. I mean, you're not going to convert many third downs against that 
defense. So we just got to stay on the field and find a way to do that. 
 
Q. You said you thought there was going to be a lot of points in this game. So how surprised 
are you that this game was low scoring? 
A: Honestly, Tony that's the NFL. You go into it thinking it's going to go one way. Listen, I trust our 
defense. I just looked over there and saw a really good explosive offense just based on the first three 
games. And our defense played lights out today. That's the truth. 
 
Q. (Question concerning the coverage of Grant Delpit.) 
A: Yeah, I'd have to look at it. But he seemed to be covering his guy, making plays on the ball. But I'm 
not surprised by him. 
 
Q. (Question concerning the performance of an undisclosed player.) 
A: Yeah, hard -- I got to look at it. It's great for those guys when you don't know how much you're going 
to play. And very early, Here you go, you're in. So I thought he was at the right spot most of the time. 
But I'd have to look at it to give you a better evaluation. 
  



Sunday, October 3, 2021 
Browns Quarterback Baker Mayfield 
 
Q. Baker, how did you feel the defense played today? 
A: Good enough for us to win when I'm playing quarterback like that. Thankful they played like that. 
And that's a really good offense that's averaging I think 30 points a game. So for them to play lights 
out like that, we're lucky to have them on our side. And, you know, I need to pick it up. A piss poor 
performance isn't going to cut it. I'll get better. But luckily we can lean on those guys and run the ball if 
we need to. 
 
Q. What was off for you? 
A: Just getting into rhythm. I don't know, there's a lot of easy throws there that I think I missed. And 
then, you know, situationally, getting into running the ball and you don't have a couple throws for a 
while, you just get out of that rhythm. So I need to do a good job of taking advantage of my opportunities 
and staying on track. I pride myself on being extremely accurate. And today, I don't know what the hell 
that was. 
 
Q. You took a couple big pops. Is your shoulder 100 percent. 
A: It's a tap. I'm all right. 
 
Q. (Question concerning shoulder.) 
A: It's my left shoulder. I throw with my right. 
 
Q. Baker, even though, obviously, not having a good performance, what does it say about this 
team to go on the road and win a game like this and kind of moving forward? 
A: Yeah, a win is a win. Ugly ones count. Gets the same as, you know, the pretty ones do. We're a 
good team. We have to play, you know, a complete game. And that's, you know, in all three phases. I 
thought the defense played great. Special teams, obviously, was great. And then another good game 
by Chase [McLaughlin] and that unit. And so, I just have to pick it up. So we're a good team, like, today 
where I'm off, I can lean on those guys and make sure that, you know, I have that accountability. 
 
Q. Do you feel like you guys, you and the team managed the second half well in a game that 
became a grinder? 
A: Yeah, any time you have a close game like that and you come on out with a win, that shows the 
resiliency. You know, the situational football, you try and assess. And so, for us to be able to take 
advantage of that, obviously -- and I told Odell this, that the shot play late on the third down, didn't 
communicate well enough to attack the ball out and front and throw it to him. He did a great job winning 
and so he's digging for speed. And that's on me for not communicating it. Like I said, that's one of those 
things where if I had communicated it, and we said earlier on in the year, things are better left said than 
not being said. So you saw it right there. That's the type of dagger that you need to have on offense to 
put it away. Kind of like last week with Harrison Bryant's far cross and it sailed over him. So those are 
things that I'm not real happy with myself about. But our defense is playing well enough to save me 
from that. I got to do better. It's just flatout simple. And there's not much else I can say. 
 
Q. Baker, what does it show you about your defense to do this against a high-powered offense 
with the receivers like that? 
A: Yeah, I mean, that's the great test for us. We knew we were going to need to score a little bit because 
their offense. But when our defense plays like that, they bail us out. We'll take the win. No doubt about 
that, 3-1 is nice and we're on to the next challenge. And the Chargers are pretty damn good. 
 
Q. (Question concerning Greedy Williams.) 
A: Yeah, there was -- he had a nice little matchup on LSU boys. So I think -- you know, obviously you 
brought up Greedy fighting through all the injuries and figuring things out. So I'm happy for Greedy, 
you know, for sure. So hopefully that confidence builds and, you know, that continues to grow. 
 
 
 
 



Q. (Question concerning a specific drive of the game.) 
A: Yeah, that's a grueling drive. Each team had one drive in the first quarter. And so, we knew what 
kind of game it was going to be. We needed to take advantage of our opportunities. And so, just that 
long one getting down there in the red zone, you know, we'd like to put it in the end zone before and 
have a couple, and then a penalty to save us. But you know what, it helped eat up the clock. And so, 
we did what we needed to do. 
 
Q. That 4th and 5 on that long drive. Do you think it was a holding penalty? 
A: Yeah, we were -- a pure progression read going all the way through. Just trying to extend it on fourth 
down and trying to make something happen. Because there's no reason to throw it away or take a 
sack. And just trying to extend it as long as possible. Yeah, it’s just mismatch game. 
 
Q. Did his hold take you away from that guy? 
A: Yeah, it did. We were trying to get him over there on the other side of the field. So it definitely 
prevented where the ball was going to go. But you got to move through it. 
 
Q. You had a run along the sidelines in the first quarter. Do you think you got it? 
A: Yeah, I don't necessarily know the rules on spotting it, but I thought I was a little bit closer than the 
spot was. And then, obviously, got to be better. Fourth down, the false start on fourth and short, 
situationally, that wasn't our best. Yeah, I thought I was a little bit closer. But I have no idea. 
  



Sunday, October 3, 2021 
Browns Running Back Kareem Hunt 
 
 
Q: We don’t see many 3rd and 20 conversions. Especially on run plays. Can you walk us through 
that? 
A: I knew it was 3rd and 20. I heard the play come in, and it was pretty much “just get what you can 
get,” so I thought, “man, let’s go get the whole thing.” Then I saw the lane open and thought I had some 
room to work. I knew where the sticks were, I knew where the boundaries were, so I made sure to get 
what I could and get out of bounds.  
 
Q: Fourth quarter grinder, that’s you and (Nick Chubb’s) kind of game right? 
A: Most definitely. We got to wear them down all game. They (The Vikings) have a good defense too, 
and they know a lot about (Kevin Stefanski). 
 
Q: Did you think that was a factor at all? Especially when you guys had to work for stuff in the 
red zone. 
A: A little bit. I feel like there were some plays we missed that we should have made, so that was 
another factor. 
 
Q: What do you mean “they know a lot about (Kevin Stefanski),” did they know he was going to 
pound the ball at the end? 
A: I really can’t say they knew what he was going to do then. He’s just been there, they know what he 
liked to do, and he knows a lot of people. 
 
Q: What were you thinking on that 18-play drive in the 2nd quarter? (Browns offense) had 12 
runs, and your touchdown.  
A: That was a good drive. We took our time and we pounded the ball. They had a long drive in the first 
quarter too. We just kept moving the chains, getting first downs, pound the rock, and eventually we get 
in (the end zone).  
 
Q: How important is it for your team to show you can win a game like this? 
A: It’s very important. We didn’t play our best game offensively, but defense wins championships. Our 
defense came out and did their thing. They played strong all day, even after that first drive, so hats off 
to our defense, they did a great job. 
 
Q: (Baker Mayfield) is really beating himself up over his performance. What do you tell him 
about having a day like this? 
A: I tell him it isn’t always pretty, but we get to come into work tomorrow to get better. Also,  just 
remember how you felt after today’s game. You don’t want to feel like that after another game, so it’s 
a good thing that we have more ooportunities to get better.  
 
Q: What did your defense’s performance show you about them? 
A: They showed me a lot. They showed me that we can get to the quarterback and stop the run. They 
showed everybody that, but defense is going to be the biggest part of this run. We have to have that. 
 
Q: How happy were you for (Greedy Williams)? 
A: Welcome back, (Greedy Williams)! He deserves it, man. He works hard, always has a smile on his 
face, and is just a good guy and teammate.  
  



Sunday, October 3, 2021 
Browns Cornerback Greedy Williams 
 
Q: Tell us about the interception. What did you see from the start?  
A: For the interception, we were just in a zone. My guy ran inside. My job is to look for someone coming 
back the other way. I saw him coming back and I was able to read the quarterback. He threw the ball, 
I made a judgement on the receiver and then I made the pick.  
 
Q: Did you see the ball all the way?  
A: Yeah, I saw the ball thrown and when I saw the ball thrown then I went and played the receiver and 
then located the ball.  
 
Q: How was the feeling of your first career interception? 
A: It has been a long time. I haven’t caught an interception since our game against Auburn in college. 
This feeling really feels amazing.  
 
Q: You said Friday that you visualize big plays did you do that about this interception? 
A:  I slept on it all night. I was just waiting around for my time to go and thinking about the plays of the 
game. Then the play came the way I saw it.  
 
Q: Even after you got that interception the defense had to go back out there and sweat out 
another series. How’d did you flip your mindset? 
A: It was an amazing feeling, but the defense still had to win the game. We did that. That’s what we 
wanted to do especially with this game on the road.  
 
Q: What does it do for your pass coverage when the pass rush can get pressure with four guys 
whenever they want? 
A: It makes the quarterback nervous. When you make the quarterback nervous back there you get 
balls coming your way as a defensive back. We tried to discourage him [Kirk Cousins] a little bit and 
make him make a few bad throws.  
 
Q: How did you and your teammates react when you got the sidelines after your interception?  
A: They were all so happy. I got slapped in the head about 15 times. Hit in the right shoulder about 10 
times. I was just there trying to calm them down because we had to go back out there and win the 
game. I was telling my teammates that the interception doesn’t matter unless we win the game.   
 
Q: Did you have a bunch of messages on your phone? 
A:  I know my dad and my finance messaged me. I’m pretty sure it’s blowing up still. I have to get on 
the plane and then I will respond to some of them.  
 
Q: After everything you went through last year is this emotional for you? 
A: This is really crazy. I didn’t even think I was going to be standing right here after that injury that I 
had. I was always going around trying to find ways to heal it up faster. It was just a journey. Then I 
came back to camp and I just trying to find ways to improve my game after the injury. I just wanted to 
make sure when I got this opportunity that I was able to take advantage of it. It’s a blessing.  
 
Q: What was [Kevin] Stefanski like in the locker room after the game? 
A:  He was excited. It’s a road game, he coached here, and I know that added a little fuel to him. 
Everyone was excited.  
 
Q: How about Joe Woods? 
A: Excited.  
 
Q:  Talk about some of the changes Joe Woods made after that first drive? 
A: We really didn’t make any changes. It was just guys getting misaligned and not communicating. We 
got that fixed then we rolled.  
 



Q: Last week you guys had a great performance against the Bears and a rookie quarterback. 
This week it was against a much more established offense? 
A: This week showed that we are real, and we are ready. We are ready to compete against anybody. 
As a defense we lock in every week. We lock into the game plan, and everyone buys into it.  
 
Q: Were there any game balls handed out in the locker room?  
A: No.  
 
Q: What was this week of practice like? What did the coaches have you focus on?  
A: We caught a lot of deep balls. That was our main objective. We worked a lot of technique and caught 
a lot of deep balls.   
  



Sunday, October 3, 2021 
Browns Defensive End Myles Garrett 
 
Q: What do you think this defense showed today against an offense of this caliber?  
A: It just shows that last week wasn’t just a one time. We can hold up against anybody and everybody. 
That first drive they hit us with some things that we weren’t expecting, but after that we cleaned it up 
and got rolling.  
 
Q: Was this a better defensive performance than the Chicago game?  
A: As far as numbers, I don’t think so, but we applied a lot of pressure and made plays against some 
great wide receivers and a great running back today. I think we showed a lot today.  
 
Q: You’re wearing a Muhammad Ali shirt. Did this feel like a boxing match out there? 
A: We were talking on the sideline, and we talked about how this felt like a playoff game. This felt like 
a 12 to 15-round fight. This was two defenses slugging it out. I wouldn’t have it any other way. It was 
beautiful being able to go back out there and put them away. It felt almost poetic.  
 
Q: What did you think of the game Joe Woods called?  
A: It’s not my job to think about what he’s doing. It’s my job to go out there and make plays. He put me 
in position to do that and that’s all I can ask for.   
 
Q: What was the biggest difference after that first drive?  
A: We were playing tight and not as free as we should have been on that first drive. We didn’t know 
what to expect. That’s the toughest part about the first 15 minutes. You look at a team and see how 
they are playing everyone else. But that first 15 minutes they are keyed in on what you have shown. 
Once we were able to get them out of that, we were able to see what they were really trying to do. 
Then we were able to be aggressive and fully attack.    
 
Q: Do you think today was a little bit of a turnaround for Denzel Ward?  
A: I think he looked great. Whether he was covering or trying to get pressure on the quarterback, he 
did great. I liked the way he was attacking the ball. Same with Greedy [Williams] and the whole 
secondary. We only gave up 120 to 130 yards passing and that is a great stat for everyone.  
 
Q: How awesome was it for Greedy to come through like that after missing all of the last 
season? 
A: He’s been through a lot. I told him, ‘When you get your opportunity, it’s your time.’ I know a lot of 
people doubted him. We knew he was ready when he stepped on that field. When he steps out there, 
he is never satisfied. He is going to go for every play. He’s bold like that.  
 
Q: The offense didn’t play great. But for them to grind out that long drive and put it in the 
endzone before half, what does that mean for you guys as a team?  
A: We just have to roll with the punches. As a defense we have to be prepared to go fight for as many 
plays as you’re out there. Football is a grind. We have been through stuff like that with our own guys 
during training camp. I was just as proud of our offense as I am of the guys on the defensive side of 
the ball. The offense kept holding the ball and waiting for guys to make big plays and keep pushing 
down the field. We also had some great kicks by [Chase] McLaughlin.  
 
Q: Kareem [Hunt] said that the biggest part of the journey was going to be the defense. Do you 
agree with that? 
A: I always put that on my shoulders. That’s how we will win championships. If they can’t score, they 
can’t win. If we just keep holding other teams to games like this, I think we have a great chance to win 
with the guys we have on offense. We have someone everywhere. I don’t have any worries about the 
road ahead.  
 
Q: How confident do you feel with the guys in the middle of the defensive line?  
A: Those guys are tough in there. I went in there and I was getting hemmed up. I was on top of the 
guard. The center came down one time. But they have to take them on every play. They don’t mind. 
They just keep doing their job. They do it very well and the best way I can repay them is to do my job 



on the outside and get pressure on the quarterback. They need one-on-ones just as much as I do. I 
will do my job to repay them on the inside.  
 
Q: Myles what did you learn today about the defense today? Doing it against a rookie is one 
thing but, doing against a red-hot Minnesota team is another.  
A: We’re hoping we can make this a trend. I know we got started against a rookie but [Kirk] Cousins is 
playing well. Their offense was clicking. We were just doing the best we can. We were showing people 
what we can do. We showed up when we needed to.  
 
Q: How do you build off this? 
A: We see the team next week and see if we can do the same thing to them.  
  



 
Sunday, October 3, 2021 
Browns Running Back Nick Chubb 
 
Q: Knowing a mistake would you cost the game, how much were you guys on offense 
thinking “no mistakes”? 
A: Yeah, I mean the game was tight so like you said no mistakes came up, we can’t afford to make 
mistakes. Thankfully they were the ones that made some crucial mistakes, even though we couldn’t 
capitalize on it, it still helped in the moment. It wasn’t pretty, it was pretty sloppy to be honest. We got 
the win and that’s all that matters moving forward. 
 
Q: What did your defense show you today playing against the Vikings offense? 
A: Yeah I mean that’s a great offense, Kirk Cousins, [Dalvin] Cook, they have a lot of weapons 
outside of receiver and for us to hold them to seven points, it says a lot about us and how hard our 
defense played together. I mean, how good we are on defense and we keep playing like that, we’ll 
have a great team. 
 
Q: How happy were you guys for Greedy [Williams] for getting that interception? 
A: Yeah, man, everyone was extremely happy for him. He’s had a long ride, it’s been up and down for 
him, but to see him come out here and play hard, get an interception, we’re all proud of him. 
 
Q: Did Kevin [Stefanski] seem let down after the game? 
A: I don’t think so, he’s always pretty composed. 
 
Q: Do you like long drives like you guys had in the second quarter? 
A: When it ends in points, yeah, I like long drives like that. 
 
Q: How much pride does your O-line take with having 12 runs on an 18-play 
drive? 
A: We take a lot of pride in it. It starts upfront with those big guys doing a great job to get some push. 
We weren’t really able to break one other than Kareem [Hunt] before halftime. It was tough running, 
tough grinding and we won the game. You can’t really ask for much more.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
Sunday, October 3, 2021 
Vikings Head Coach Mike Zimmer 
 
 
It was a good game today. They've got a really good football team. They're stout defensively. 
They've got a great system that they do offensively in the run game. We made a couple too 
many mistakes to win the game, but I firmly believe that this is a good football team. We've got 
-- offensively we can move the ball. Obviously we didn't very well today, and defensively when 
we're playing good, we're pretty darned good. Special teams, same thing. We've just got to 
stick with it, I believe. We've still got a lot of time left, we've just got to get going and got to 
continue and win some games? 
 
Q. Offensively what did you see today? 
A: Well, I thought they did a really good job of pressuring us today. They didn't allow us to get the run 
game going very well, so that played a part into it, as well. 
 
Q. What kind of adjustments did they make after your opening drive, and are you surprised 
how much you guys were shut down on offense after you guys' opening drive? 
A: Yeah, we moved the ball really well that first drive, went right down the field and scored. The 
second part of it, they started pressuring a little bit more. Those two No. 1 draft picks were a pain 
today on our guys. But they did a good job in the run game especially, and that allowed them to rush 
the passer. 
 
Q. What happened on the extra point with the time-out? 
A: Yeah, apparently somebody was in there, and so one of our guys called time-out, which no one 
should call time-out but me. That was a mistake that we made. 
 
Q. How much of this is fixable of the issues that came up today? 
A: Like what issues? 
 
Q. Like the offensive line seemed to get pushed around a little bit, defensive line wasn't able to 
stop the run. 
A: Yeah, number one, I think each game is going to be a little bit different. Did we get pushed around 
today? Probably. But I'm telling you now, they know how to run the football, and those two backs run 
hard. I'm not discouraged one bit about the lack of stopping the run. At the end of the day they scored 
one touchdown against us, and I still believe offensively we can look like we did a week ago, two 
weeks ago, as well. Like I told the team, I've been doing this 27 years. I know good teams and I know 
bad teams, and I know that this team has a chance to be pretty darned good. We may not look like it 
right now because we're 1-3, but even like Kevin (Stefanski) said to me before the game, you've got a 
really good football team here. They do, too. They were just a little bit better than us today. 
 
Q. What makes you not discouraged with the run defense right now? What do you see that 
you can build upon there? 
A: My experience. I feel fine about it. It'll be fine. You guys worry so much about stats and not about 
how things look and how things are. Now, we gave up a 30-yard run on 2nd and 30 in the two-minute 
drill. I'm disgusted about that, yeah. But for the most part there was a lot of good things that 
happened today. 
 
Q. With your running game how much was Dalvin's ankle still an issue? 
A: I don't think it was an issue. He came out during the game one time a little gimpy, and we took him 
out for a while, then he said he was good and he went back in. 



 
Q. Kirk was obviously under a lot of pressure, but how do you think he did today? 
A: It's hard for me to tell. He's getting whacked quite a few times, so we'll just look at the tape -- they 
had a couple times we had some maximum protection and I know the tight end got beat a couple 
times, so we've got to look at that protection when we're doing that. 
 
Q. What happened with Michael Pierce having to leave, and is there any concern about that 
moving forward? 
A: Yeah, I don't know, he's going to get an MRI. 
 
Q. Do you have a prognosis for Bashaud Breeland? 
A: He was sick. 
 
Q. Were you able to see how Cameron Dantzler did at all? 
A: Not really. I don't know. 
 
Q. With the run game, to double back on that, was it more of an issue with just not opening up 
holes for Alexander Mattison when he got in there? 
A: I think we -- typically when you're running the wide zone like we are, typically you start them one 
way and you get the backside cut off. I don't think we did a good job of getting the back side cut off 
today. 
 
Q. What was it like coaching against Kevin Stefanski and what was your interaction with him 
before and after the game? 
A: Typical. 
 
Q. What's the number -- you said 17 you look for for your defense to hold a team, and you feel 
strongly about winning if you keep it at that number? 
A: Probably one more than they have, I guess. But I mean, in today's NFL, typically if you hold them 
to 20 or less, you've probably got a chance to win. It used to be when I first got in the league, it was -- 
the goal was always 17. But this is a team game. Offense didn't lose this today, and the defense 
didn't lose the game. We all lost the game. 
 
Q. In that final drive, eight seconds left, the ball is thrown short to Conklin who runs out of 
bounds and takes like five seconds off the clock. Is that a play where you're -- 
A: We were just trying to get a little closer to throw the Hail Mary. 
 
  



 
Sunday, October 3, 2021 
Quarterback Kirk Cousins 
 

Certainly a frustrating loss. Didn't put enough points on the board. Started fast, was a great 
first drive but then didn't do enough the rest of the game. It's disappointing, at home, to not do 
more. We have to learn from it, watch the film, be very critical and correct things and then 
move forward. I can answer any questions you have. 

Q. With the offense built on the run game, how difficult is it when you get 65 rushing yards, 
Dalvin Cook is in and out, just to kind of get the rushing game going?  
A: You know, I think the Browns did a good job and made it, after the first drive, they did a good job 
just kind of making it a tough day for us trying to move the football. 
 
Q. What were some of the things that they did? It just changed so dramatically after you guys 
moved the ball down the field fairly easily in that first drive. 
A: Yeah, it wasn't any one thing. It was a different reason for each drive. It wasn't any one thing. 
 
Q. This team is 1-3, off to a slow start again. You guys are going to have to fight back once 
again. How tough is that going to be on the team to keep everybody together? 
A: Not to have to keep people together but just tough always to dig yourself out of a hole. You'd much 
rather be 4-0 or 3-1 and have the wind at your back. It's a part of being tough, tough-minded and 
finding a way to keep going and keep working and getting better, and that's what we'll do. 
 
Q. On the final seconds of the final play, how do you balance knowing when to take a shot at 
the end zone trying to tie the game versus trying to inch a little closer? 
A: I think it comes down a little bit to just how much time do you have from a pass rush standpoint, 
how are they playing in terms of how aggressive are they and how soft are they. You can't turn the 
ball over, otherwise you don't have that chance at the end, so you're better off taking as many yards 
as they'll give you to get yourself into a realistic throw at the end where you have to go to the end 
zone. 
 
Q. How difficult was it being under duress with their pass rush today? 
A: They had a good pass rush. It was understood going into the game, and they did a good job 
throughout the game. They also did a good job on coverage. I think, for sure, one of the sacks was a 
coverage sack. They did a good job. 
 
Q. When you guys are down 14-7, I think it's that second-to-last drive where you start out with 
three straight runs for Dalvin and then you hit Jefferson on that 16-yard play, did it feel almost 
in hindsight like that might have been burning too much time off the clock by running in that 
situation? 
A: Hard to say. The clock wasn't really an issue, I don't think, until the final drive. Maybe even the end 
of the final drive is where the clock became an issue, but before that I didn't sense it to be a major 
issue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Q. Nine times out of ten when you throw that deep ball to Adam, the one they picked off, Adam 
usually comes away with it. What did you see on that? 
A: I knew it was going to be a jump ball. I knew it was going to be an opportunity ball. I knew I was 
forcing it a little bit. I felt like with how we had been doing all day, it was worth a shot, worth putting it 
up there for him. I'll certainly go back and talk to my coaches, talk with Adam about it. There's 
probably details I can throw it better so it's not caught by the DB but gives Adam a better chance in 
terms of the angle I take him or whatnot. That's where I'll go back and look at it. 
 
Q. Did the contact on the play affect it from anything you saw or what he said after the play? 
A: The interception? We didn't talk about that. Adam was frustrated with himself, I'm frustrated with 
myself, and just want to find a way to be able to, in those one-on-one situations put it up on a day 
where we're having a hard time moving the football, maybe try to create something there and put it up 
and make a big play. We both know we can do that, and so we're just going to try to find a way to 
make that happen. 
 
Q. On the second-to-last play, the throw to Conklin, you got about six yards. It took five 
seconds on the clock when there were only eight seconds left. You're already at the 32; is that 
really worth the yardage versus time? 
A: We'll go back and look at that and talk about it. It's certainly a discussion to be had. But with the 
way they were sinking, I don't know that there was an obvious throw elsewhere to say, ‘Oh, this is a 
slam dunk.’ The ball has to go out-of-bounds. I can't throw it inbounds, so I can throw it over 
someone's head, I can throw it up for grabs, or I can take the completion. I don't know how many 
yards he got, maybe six yards, and say, ‘All right, that's better than nothing. Now we have to go to the 
end zone. We have to force it, but let's at least buy ourselves more time before we have to do that 
and potentially give it over to the defense if it's a tough look.’ 
 
Q. Zimmer was pretty adamant that he still sees this as a good team. What's the feeling in the 
locker room despite being 1-3? 
A: Anytime you lose, it hurts. You have to be tough-minded and get back up on the horse the next 
week and go to work. That's what we'll do. 
 
  



Sunday, October 3, 2021  
Vikings Defensive End Everson Griffen 
 
 
Q: How do you feel about your play? You had a couple big plays today and how do you feel 
about the season? 
A: I'm getting better but you know, the W that's all that matters and we came up short today, and we 
just have to find a way to put everything together on both sides of ball and to be able to get the games 
that matter in this game we need it. They came out with the dub, but that's all that matters in my book 
is winning. 
 
Q:How do you feel about the Vikings rush defense today? 
A: Our rush defense wasn’t good. We just got to learn from the tape and go back, go back on Monday, 
tomorrow and look at and see what we could do better and figure it out and find another way to affect 
the quarterback but, they had 184 yards rushing. So I think we got to get better in the run game start 
with that. 
 
Q: Did it feel with how committed they were with the runs up the middle with Kareem Hunt and 
Nick Chubb that it wore on you guys? 
A: The game was 14 to seven, we still had a chance to win. I think that one big run, put them over the 
top. That draw they had when Kareem went to the right. We just got to get better in the running game 
and I feel like overall the defense played pretty well but, there's always stuff we could clean up to get 
better. 
 
Q: Were you guys expecting a deep shot on that 3rd and 20? 
A: Yeah, we were, you know it’s 3rd and 20 and they called a good play and they hit us good. 
 
Q: You’ve been on a number of teams that started hot, started slow. What is it in your experience 
that allows a team to dig out of that hole? 
A: I think we just got to stick together. Coaches, players and go back to the drawing board. Honestly, I 
think we are right there. I think we have a chance to be a really great team but, we just got to put it 
together and win these games that matter the most. I think this is the end of the first quarter. We’re one 
and three. We got to figure out how we are gonna start the second quarter. I think you've got to have 
short term memory loss and come back and start the second quarter strong. Go 1 and 0 but, we got to 
figure out what we're doing wrong in the game, fix it and come back even better for next week. 
 
Q: On your sack, Danielle Hunter really helped you out on your sack, how was that synergy 
between the two of you, where he could be so dynamic and you come in to finish it off and 
then you get a sack, to see you guys are getting in sync.   
A: Yeah. You know I love Danielle, he's a great football player, rushing the passer it takes four. It 
takes a whole group. The front four, the back end, it takes everybody to get a sack so you know I 
credit my sacks to the whole team, without them, there's no way I can do it by myself. He held him up 
in the pocket and I had a good rush on the backside and I finished him off so it works both ways, and 
we just got to figure out how to get more of them and how to stop the run too. I think, 184 yards is 
way too much rushing yards against us. We got to do better with that.  
  
Q: What do you think of the job Kevin Stefanski is doing with Cleveland and did you have any 
specific interactions with him today?  
A: No, I didn't get to talk to him, I feel like they’re doing a great job. They played a good football game. 
Defense played well, offense, you know that they play well, they came out with the dub, so he's doing 
a great job over there and we wanted this one and they got it, but we can come back even stronger 
next week.  
  
Q: Did it feel like there was a little bit of reverse psychology there, what they were calling on 
offense? Feels like that’s the way that you guys, your offense, usually wear down teams. 
A: This was one of those days with these big games we got to find the groove, we got to figure out 
how to get the momentum started on both sides of the ball. It takes a team to win, and I feel like we 
just got to figure it out, because we can be a really good football team.  



 
Q: How frustrating was that sequence were it looked like you forced a turnover on downs and 
they call holding on Eric Kendricks? 
A: That is frustrating. Some calls can be ticky tack but, that’s just the game of football. We don't get 
paid to call pass interference, we get paid to play football. So at the end of the day it is what it is and 
we just got to do better. On to the next play. Short term memory loss. 
 
Q: I know you weren't happy with the run defense but just overall I mean you still held the 
Browns to 14 points and only three in the second half. Are you pleased with the way the 
defense kept the Vikings in the game? 
A: Yeah, we played well on the defense side of ball. We played well everywhere. It’s just one of those 
games that we just got to put it all together and find the momentum where we needed it. Come out 
stronger and help each other out. Flip the field position and do what we got to do to win.  
  



Sunday, October 3, 2021 
Vikings WR Justin Jefferson 
 
 
Q: You guys moved the ball pretty well on that first drive and then everything changed. What 
was the difference in the offense after the first drive? 
A: All I can say is that we just didn’t execute the way we wanted to. Plays were called and we just didn’t 
get down field and make those big plays. So go in tomorrow, we have to watch the film and look at the 
mistakes that we did and come correct next week.  
 
Q: There were at least three deep shots for you where it looked like you were just singled up 
against a defender. Is that something you knew would be happening a lot going into the game 
or is that just something that appeared as the game went on? 
A: I feel like we kind of look at that throughout the game, if they are playing one high or if they are 
playing two high or if they are bracket covering. So we kind of look at that throughout the game. Of 
course we practice that through the week in case they play one high but they played one high and 
that’s what we should probably go for.  
 
Q: Is that something that you try to check in to when you see one high?  
A: Yeah, just kind of depends.  
 
Q: Even though the offense struggled a lot of the game, when you guys had a couple of chances 
at the end, were you feeling like now we’re going to put it together, now we’re going to show 
who we are? 
A: Yeah, I mean we just tried to keep fighting until the last second on the clock. It’s definitely frustrating 
that we couldn’t get that touchdown at the end of the game to tie the game up, but there’s so many 
different opportunities that we had throughout the game that we just didn’t connect on on offense. We 
just have to do better.  
 
Q: You talked about them playing single high. Did you see that a lot in the game and do you 
think that’s them focusing on Dalvin Cook and the run game? 
A: They kind of mixed it up a little bit. Sometimes they played two high, sometimes they played one. 
That’s the good thing about our offense, you never know exactly what we’re going to pull out. We can 
run the ball, we can play-action pass, and we can throw. 
 
Q: Justin, you had that 37-yard catch in the third quarter that was called back for holding on a 
third down. How did you feel after seeing the flag on that play? 
A: I didn’t know until I got to the sideline. I think it was like Conk [Tyler Conklin] was holding on Myles 
Garrett or something like that. I understood the flag. I understood it, but I mean it’s just how it is. I 
definitely would’ve loved to get that one back.  
 
Q: Justin, how does this sit with you to be 1-3 after a 7-9 season last year and so much success 
in college on a team that won a national championship. How hard is it to go two seasons in a 
row with a tough start? 
A: Yeah, it’s hard. I’m used to winning. I’m used to just being on that high streak, being one of the top 
teams. Everything, every loss that we’ve had so far, it’s been on ourselves. We’ve been killing 
ourselves, shooting ourselves in the foot. We just have to finish throughout the whole game. This team 
is very good and we just have to play through all four quarters.  
 
Q: Talk about your touchdown.  
A: I think they were playing a little zone coverage. I had a little corner stop route and sat right in the 
hole. It was a great throw by Kirk [Cousins].  
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